Galilean Nights Event ID: gn79

Number of telescopes: 2
Number of organisers: 2
Number of attendees: 50

Event photos: http://www.flickr.com/photos/44725978@N06/4109740513/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/44725978@N06/4109740431/

Event Report:
Circle of Astronomy "Copernicus", operating in high school and the name of Nicolaus Copernicus in Zywiec, celebrating the International Year of Astronomy 2009, decided on the night 22/23 October show the sky (the Moon, Jupiter, etc.) willing to whole school (about 1100 students). Demonstrations, led by members of the wheels, were designed in the school observatory, where the telescope is "Mead, 10", and in the school playground with the telescope type - "Newton". Information about events, in the form of posters were hung in several places in school. A night sky observations were accompanied by the following events:
1. show movies in the room physically,
2. competition volleyball in the gym.

We were perfectly prepared. Failed weather. Project coordinator, a teacher of physics, Zofia Pajestka - Jurasz, because of the bad weather observations all night appealed.